In a nutshell, the employees cut the water source to the plant, re-piped it, and then brought in professional crews to clean and sterilize the pipes. Giant storage tanks were brought in and tanker trucks hauled clean water from South Jacksonville.

After 9 days, the plant was ready. Water for operations as well as fire protection was available and a “reverse osmosis” system was in place to treat city water under a continued boil order. Nestlé resumed operations, even as the rest of Jacksonville remained waterlogged.

““This was way outside the scope of people’s normal duties and we were working 24-7, but nobody complained,” said Heika. “We avoided layoffs, and we learned a lot in the process, in case this ever happens again.”
From the President

No more tragedies!

We lost another one of our brothers in late August. IDOT construction engineer, Ryan Nichols, was struck and killed by a careless driver while inspecting a work site on Route 14 in Woodstock on August 22. He died from severe head trauma.

Nichols was only 34. He leaves behind a wife, a 2-year-old son, and twin boys less than a year old.

Ironically, Nichols’ job, what he was doing when he was mowed down, was trying to make our roads safer. Same as the scores of highway maintainers, construction workers, flaggers, and other road workers who have been killed in Illinois during the past 25 years. The Teamsters have lost more than our share of these young men and women, but other labor unions regularly mourn their colleagues killed on the job on the state’s dangerous highways.

What’s it going to take? Illinois has doubled and tripled the fines for work zone speeding, spent a fortune on public safety campaigns, even erected signs written in a child’s scrawl that carry messages such as “Slow down. My mommy works here.”

Ask any highway flagger and they’ll tell you, drivers don’t even look them in the eye as they reluctantly slow down to pass through a work zone. Many drivers are irritated and distracted. Others are sleep-deprived. Some are drunk.

The 67-year-old driver was apparently none of those things. And that’s even more frightening. He just drove carelessly through a work zone and ended a young man’s life. He was cited for failure to use due care with a pedestrian.

What’s it going to take? I wish I had the answer. In the meantime, take extreme care this winter when you travel and advise your friends and families to do the same. Our highway maintainers will be out there clearing the roads. Let’s keep them safe.

Scholarship Time

My favorite time of year! I think we set a record this year, awarding 95 scholarships to the children, grandchildren, and spouses of our members, as well as to one of our members himself! Congratulations to all of our promising young, and not so young, people chasing their dreams. We are extremely proud of you.

Finally, be careful out there hunting this season. And enjoy the holidays with your families.

Until next time,

— Tony Barr,
Local 916 President
Congratulations to the Local 916 Scholarship Recipients – $500 Awards

Alisha Abbott  
Local 916 Parent:  
Michelle Abbott  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
SIUE

Erin Adams  
Local 916 Parent:  
Charles Adams  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
SIUC

Kylie Allen  
Local 916 Parent:  
Catherine Allen  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
Western Illinois Univ.

Mallory Althoff  
Local 916 Parent:  
Jean Althoff  
Pro Tech Div. 7  
Maryville Univ.

Jared Andrews  
Local 916 Parent:  
Steven Andrews  
Pro Tech Div. 3  
Illinois State Univ.

Lindsey Andrews  
Local 916 Parent:  
Steven Andrews  
Pro Tech Div. 3  
Bradley University

Michelle Arentsen  
Local 916 Parent:  
Russell Arentsen  
Pro Tech Div. 8  
Univ. of IL Urbana

Jeremy Ator  
Local 916 Parent:  
Jeff Ator  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
Univ. of IL Springfield

Jamesia Banks  
Local 916 Parent:  
Lesia Banks  
Pro Tech Div. 1  
SIUC

Alyssa Baratta  
Local 916 Parent:  
Anthony Baratta  
Pro Tech Div. 2  
Univ. of IL Urbana

Griffyn Bennett  
Local 916 Parent:  
Larry Bennett  
Aramark  
LLCC

Samantha Bettis  
Local 916 Parent:  
Cynthia Bettis Secretary of State  
Illinois College

Danae Boesdorfer  
Local 916 Spouse:  
Neil Boesdorfer  
IDOT – State Highway  
Univ. of IL Springfield

Will Brooks  
Local 916 Parent:  
Brent Brooks  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
Univ. of IL Springfield

Blake Byers  
Local 916 Parent:  
Dan Byers  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
SIUE

Tiffany Clow  
Local 916 Parent:  
Stan Clow  
Pro Tech Div. 6  
LLCC
Check out the status of your insurance and pension accounts online!

Go to www.centralstatesfunds.org

Congratulations to the Local 916 Scholarship Recipients – $500 Awards

Jenna Daugherty
Local 916 Parent: Mark Daugherty
Pro Tech Div. 7
Illinois State Univ.

Rachel Daugherty
Local 916 Parent: Mark Daugherty
Pro Tech Div. 7
U of Colorado-Denver

Shawn Downing
Local 916 Parent: Cecil Downing
Pro Tech Div. 8
Lewis & Clark CC

James Emery
Local 916 Parent: J. Traves Emery
Pro Tech Div. 9
John A. Logan College

Aaron Enteman
Local 916 Parent: Art Enteman
IDOT
SIUE

Tiffany Fry
Local 916 Parent: Brian Fry
Pro Tech Central Bureau
SIUE

Brian Galecki
Local 916 Parent: Gary Galecki
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Urbana

Bradley Gielow
Local 916 Parent: Robert Gielow
Pro Tech Div. 8
SIUC

Douglas Glisson
Local 916 Member
Pro Tech Div. 8
SIUC

Amanda Graham
Local 916 Parent: Susan Graham
Pro Tech Div. 6
BJC Goldfarb Nursing

Molly Graham
Local 916 Parent: Anthony Graham
Pro Tech Div. 9
STL College of Pharmacy

Ashley Halloway
Local 916 Parent: Adrian Halloway
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of Pittsburgh

Aubrey Heck
Local 916 Parent: Roxanna Heck
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Urbana

Elizabeth Henley
Local 916 Parent: Harold Henley
Pepsi Cola Bottling
Western Illinois Univ.

Amelia Hillmer
Local 916 Parent: Thomas Hillmer
Pro Tech Div. 8
SEMO

Ryan Hoekstra
Local 916 Parent: Terry Hoekstra
Pro Tech Div. 7
SIUE
Congratulations to the Local 916 Scholarship Recipients – $500 Awards

Rachel Jennings
Local 916 Parent: Michael Jennings
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Urbana

Alexander Johnson
Local 916 Parent: Jason Johnson
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Illinois State Univ.

Lynsey Jones
Local 916 Parent: Mark Jones
Pro Tech Div. 3
Illinois State Univ.

Alex Kastl
Local 916 Parent: Maureen Kastl
Pro Tech Div. 7
Maryville University

Allison Kattelman
Local 916 Parent: Gregory Kattelman
Nestlé USA
SIUE

Hannah Kester
Local 916 Parent: Todd Kester
Sysco
The Chef’s Academy

Amanda Kidd
Local 916 Parent: Lisa Kidd
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Urbana

Nicole Lacy
Local 916 Parent: Thomas Lacy
Pro Tech Div. 4
Illinois State Univ.

Bailie Lantz
Local 916 Parent: Monica Cimarossa
Pro Tech Div. 6
Illinois State Univ.

Sara Liszek
Local 916 Parent: Robert Liszek
Pro Tech Div. 1
Northern Illinois Univ.

Sierra Macke
Local 916 Parent: Terry Macke
Pro Tech Div. 6
LLCC

Matthew Magee
Local 916 Parent: Daniel Magee
Pro Tech Div. 5
Parkland CC

Corrine McCarter
Local 916 Parent: Christian McCarter
Pro Tech Div. 3
Illinois State Univ.

Amanda McCormick
Local 916 Parent: Jacquelyn McCormick
Pro Tech Div. 2
Michigan State Univ.

Skylar Morris
Local 916 Parent: Martin Morris
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of Missouri

Parth Narielwala
Local 916 Parent: Dhruv Narielwala
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Urbana
Local 916 Email Addresses

Tony Barr
tony@teamsters916.org

David Rush
dave916@teamsters916.org

Tom Clatfelter
tom@teamsters916.org

Leo Carroll
leo@teamsters916.org

Larry Larson
larry@teamsters916.org

Tom Nuzzo
tnuz@teamsters916.org

Dave Robinson
daver@teamsters916.org

J.P. Fyans
jp@teamsters916.org

Esther Sparks
esther@teamsters916.org

Teresa Hanner
teri@teamsters916.org

Sue Fickas
sues@teamsters916.org

Local 916 Parent: Jan Nelson
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of Kansas

Local 916 Parent: Muhammad Owais
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Springfield

Local 916 Parent: Ray Parnell
Pro Tech Div. 1
Howard University

Local 916 Parent: Larry Piche
Pro Tech Div. 9
SIUE

Local 916 Parent: Lindell Rynders
Nestlé USA
SIUE

Local 916 Parent: William Rakowski
Pro Tech Div. 8
Illinois State Univ.

Local 916 Parent: Larry Piche
Pro Tech Div. 9
SIUE

Local 916 Parent: Amy Reed
Pro Tech Div. 3
Midwestern University

Local 916 Parent: Craig Reed
Pro Tech Div. 3
Bradley University

Local 916 Parent: Forrest Rogers
Pro Tech Div. 9
John A. Logan College

Local 916 Parent: Rhonda Laughtlin
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Missouri S&T

Local 916 Parent: Tom Ripka
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Urbana

Local 916 Parent: Esther Sparks

Local 916 Parent: Lindell Rynders
Nestlé USA

Local 916 Parent: Bernice Richie
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Indiana State Univ.

Local 916 Grandparent: Esther Sparks
Local Union 916
Illinois State Univ.

Local 916 Parent: Kelsey Piche

Local 916 Parent: Hayley Plogger

Local 916 Parent: Lindsey Rakowski

Local 916 Parent: Lucas Reed

Local 916 Parent: Steven Richie

Local 916 Parent: Charity Rogers
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Congratulations to the Local 916 Scholarship Recipients – $500 Awards

Kelsey Nelson
Local 916 Parent: Jan Nelson
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of Kansas

Amna Owais
Local 916 Parent: Muhammad Owais
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Springfield

Laraya Parnell
Local 916 Parent: Ray Parnell
Pro Tech Div. 1
Howard University

Devon Pegram
Local 916 Parent: Dan Pegram
Dept. of Corrections
Monmouth College

Kelsey Piche
Local 916 Parent: Larry Piche
Pro Tech Div. 9
SIUE

Hayley Plogger
Local 916 Parent: Lindell Rynders
Nestlé USA
SIUE

Lindsey Rakowski
Local 916 Parent: William Rakowski
Pro Tech Div. 8
Illinois State Univ.

Chelsey Rankin
Local 916 Grandparent: Esther Sparks
Local Union 916
Illinois State Univ.

Logan Redman
Local 916 Parent: Terry Redman
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Illinois State Univ.

Grant Reed
Local 916 Parent: Amy Reed
Pro Tech Div. 3
Midwestern University

Lucas Reed
Local 916 Parent: Craig Reed
Pro Tech Div. 3
Bradley University

Steven Richie
Local 916 Parent: Bernice Richie
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Indiana State Univ.

Katherine Ripka
Local 916 Parent: Tom Ripka
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Univ. of IL Urbana

Charity Rogers
Local 916 Parent: Forrest Rogers
Pro Tech Div. 9
John A. Logan College

Zachary Russell
Local 916 Parent: Rhonda Laughtlin
Pro Tech Central Bureau
Missouri S&T

Lindley Rynders
Local 916 Parent: Lindell Rynders
Nestlé USA
Greenville College
Congratulations to the Local 916 Scholarship Recipients – $500 Awards

Katie Schwebel
Local 916 Parent: Gene Schwebel
Pro Tech Div. 9
SIUC

Carrie Schwebel
Local 916 Parent: Gene Schwebel
Pro Tech Div. 9
SIUC

Demetrias Senor
Local 916 Parent: Valeria Senor
Pro Tech Central Bureau
SIUE

Connor Sestak
Local 916 Parent: John Sestak
Pro Tech Div. 6
SIU School of Law

Jessie Sestak
Local 916 Parent: John Sestak
Pro Tech Div. 6
Univ. of IL Urbana

Jordon Sestak
Local 916 Parent: John Sestak
Pro Tech Div. 6
SIU School of Med.

Kaylyn Shaw
Local 916 Parent: Bill Shaw
Pro Tech Div. 6
SIUC

Danielle Sheley
Local 916 Parent: Ryan Sheley
Pro Tech Central Bureau
SIUC

Megan Skinner
Local 916 Parent: Daniel Skinner
Pro Tech Central Bureau
SIUE

Nathaniel Sparks
Local 916 Parent: Karen Sparks
Pro Tech Central Bureau
SIUC

John Spurgeon
Local 916 Parent: Robert Spurgeon
Secretary of State
Univ. of IL Springfield

Julia Stoner
Local 916 Parent: James Stoner Jr.
Pro Tech Div. 1
Marquette University

Kirstin Strow
Local 916 Parent: Stacy Strow
Pro Tech Div. 5
Saint Mary of the Woods

Amanda Stumpf
Local 916 Parent: RuAnna Stumpf
Pro Tech Div. 8
Lindenwood Univ.

Andrea Tockstein
Local 916 Parent: William Tockstein
Pro Tech Div. 8
University of Missouri

Jason Tockstein
Local 916 Parent: William Tockstein
Pro Tech Div. 8
SEMO
Congratulations to the Local 916 Scholarship Recipients – $500 Awards

Sara Torricelli  
Local 916 Parent: James Torricelli  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
Benedictine Univ.

Brian Tucker  
Local 916 Parent: Mark Tucker  
Pro Tech Div. 7  
Eastern Illinois Univ.

Jacob Vetter  
Local 916 Parent: James Vetter  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
Purdue

John Vonachen  
Local 916 Parent: Robert Vonachen  
Pro Tech Div. 6  
Benedictine Univ.

Elizabeth Walker  
Local 916 Parent: David Walker  
Pro Tech Div. 8  
Emporia State Univ.

Elizabeth Walsh  
Local 916 Parent: Patrick Walsh  
Pro Tech Div. 1  
DePaul University

Margaret Wanner  
Local 916 Parent: Richard Wanner  
Pro Tech Div. 1  
Marquette University

Seth Warren  
Local 916 Parent: Lorene Warren  
Pro Tech Div. 6  
Univ. of IL Springfield

Jackie Wasilewski  
Local 916 Parent: Michael Wasilewski  
Pro Tech Div. 3  
Univ. of St. Francis

Tiffany Wasilewski  
Local 916 Parent: Michael Wasilewski  
Pro Tech Div. 3  
Lewis University

Ryan Welch  
Local 916 Parent: John Welch  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
Blackburn College

Hillary Welton  
Local 916 Parent: Gary Welton  
Pro Tech Div. 7  
Illinois State Univ.

Laura Welton  
Local 916 Parent: Gary Welton  
Pro Tech Div. 7  
Eastern Illinois Univ.

Alyssa Williams  
Local 916 Grandparent: Joe Chepulis  
Secretary of State  
LLCC

Nicholas Zyznieuski  
Local 916 Parent: Walter Zyznieuski  
Pro Tech Central Bureau  
SIUE

We need your updated home address!  
Please call Sue Fickas at (217) 522-7932 or toll free (877) 349-4916 or email sues@teamsters916.org to let us know if you’ve moved. We want you to stay informed of all Local 916 news that impacts your livelihood. It only takes a minute!

We need your updated home address!

Please call Sue Fickas at (217) 522-7932 or toll free (877) 349-4916 or email sues@teamsters916.org to let us know if you’ve moved. We want you to stay informed of all Local 916 news that impacts your livelihood. It only takes a minute!
Div. 6 Pro Techs Honored by IDOT
*Mlacnik, Arnold, Negangard receive top awards*

IDOT held its annual Division 6 Employee Recognition Awards ceremony at Local 916 headquarters, honoring several of its engineers and technicians.

**Laura Mlacnik**
District Six Engineer of the Year
Co-Statewide Engineer of the Year

**Dana Arnold**
District Six Technician of the Year

**John Negangard**
Employee of the Year

**The Bridge Unit from the Bureau of Operations**
Work Unit of the Year

**Betty Scheldt**
Making a Difference in the Workplace Award

**Ron Archambeau and Roger Driskell**
AASHTO 25-Year Award of Meritorious Service

**25 Year Award Plaques** were received by:
Todd Anderson
Tracy Tiffin
James Rettig
Robert Awe

Also recognized were employees who attained service milestones of 35, 20, 15, and 10 years, and new employees hired during the past year.

Roger Driskell presented the Work Unit of the Year Award to the Bridge Unit from the Bureau of Operations. Pictured left to right: Steve Beran, Dave Copenbarger, Bob Ward, Greg Saathoff, Dave Pennington, and Steve Caton.
FIFTH ANNUAL LOCAL 916 STEWARDS’ DINNER DANCE

September 17, 2011

Local union stewards celebrate together at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Springfield

The Local 916 crew (left to right): Terri Hanner, Larry Larson, Tony Barr, Sue Fickas, Leo Carroll, David Rush, Tom Clatfelter, and JP Fyans. (Not pictured: Esther Sparks and Dave Robinson.)

Dave and Terri Rush, Tom and Linda Clatfelter and MaryAnn and Tom Nuzzo.

Rock of Ages Band with President Tony Barr playing bass guitar.

Larry and Sandy Bancroft, Terry and Annie Brown, Jim and Stacey Stoppelwerth, and Jill and Dave Robinson.

Lori and Harold Henley, Kay Marada, Ronnie and Mariann Burg, Bill and Yvonne Mann, and Peggy and Lenny Reynolds.
Kevin and Deb Spoon and Larry and Deb Bennett.

Jill and Andy Southwick, Lindell Rynders, and Ann and Dave Shafer.

Tony Barr and Pat White.

Linda and Tom Clatfelter, Lisa and Jeff Likes, and Jodi and Jody Mauck.

Brenda and Troy Hunter and Lisa and Mike Manis.
Be Sure to Get a Withdrawal Card

It is important to take a withdrawal card from the Local if you do not work any days in a given month. This applies if you terminate your employment, go on sick leave, workers’ compensation, leave of absence, are laid off, or any other reason that keeps you from your job.

Your request should be made the end of the month in which you last worked. A withdrawal card allows a member to maintain their membership on an inactive basis. In other words, you will not owe union dues until you return to work. A withdrawal card is in effect indefinitely, or until you return to work. If you retire, request a Retiree withdrawal card.

If you allow your dues to go delinquent 90 days you will be placed on suspension status. When you request your withdrawal card, make sure you receive it in the mail within one week’s time. If you do not receive the card, call The Hall at (217) 522-7932 or (toll free) 1-877-349-4916.

Nestlé Retiree Puts Health Scare Behind Him

Gary Evans enjoying new normal

Gary Evans of Winchester still remembers the exact day he found out – October 20, 2010.

“Throat cancer,” said Evans, who had worked more than 23 years as a package line operator at Nestle by then. “I was never a smoker.”

He immediately started treatment and kept working. The treatment worked and in May, Evans was declared cancer-free. But the close call got him thinking.

“I was working 12-hour shifts and every other weekend,” said Evans, who ran a filler machine, putting Coffeee mate into containers. “Having cancer makes you realize what’s important.”

So, in July, 2011, Evans called it quits. It was his 64th birthday. He capped a career that not only included Nestlé, but also 13 years simultaneously working as a farmer. In fact, while farming full-time, he worked the night shift at Nestlé. He still lives in the farmhouse but won’t be going back to the corn and bean fields now that he has more time.

“I’m tired,” Evans said with a chuckle. He currently rents out the farmland, although you can still find him doing a few chores during the day, mowing and clearing brush.

There’s still time for fun, though. Evans and his wife just returned from a trip to celebrate their 40th anniversary. The couple’s two children also provide vacation destinations.

Daughter Laura, who works in insurance and real estate, lives in Kansas City with her husband and two children, Logan, 6, and Alaina, 3. Son David, a printing press operator, lives in Gastonia, North Carolina, with his wife and son, Aiden, 4. Evans said retirement hasn’t been a rough adjustment at all.

“I won’t miss the 12-hour shifts, but I will miss the people,” said Evans. “I made a lot of good friends there.”

Gary Evans was honored with a retirement party.
Whirlwind Changes for Adams Co. Retiree

Donnie Dade settling in to new life

Donnie Dade wants his old friends and co-workers to know that he’s doing just fine. The Adams County highway maintainer retired on October 7 and the next day he packed up a lifetime of belongings and memories and moved to Des Moines, Iowa.

“It happened pretty fast but I really didn’t rush into anything,” said Dade. “I talked with my friends and my family about it. I didn’t want to make a wrong decision. In the end, they told me to do what made me happy. So that’s what I did.”

It was quite a change, though, for a long-time resident of western Illinois. Dade logged 10 years and five months with Adams County and before that he worked for Celetex and for Champion Spark Plug in nearby Burlington, Iowa. Only 55 years old, he said he really wasn’t ready to stop working but wanted a new challenge.

“I was ready to relocate,” said Dade, whose girlfriend, Shelley, is also in Des Moines. “I had a job offer from Alliant Energy in Ames, Iowa, but after I moved here, I got a call from the Iowa Department of Transportation! I started there on November 3 as a highway maintainer.”

The job at Alliant is still a possibility, but Dade said he wants to see how IDOT works out. “The Ames, Iowa job would be a 30-40 minute commute,” said Dade. “The IDOT job is what I know.”

He laughs when he says he knows that the snow comes earlier to the highways in Iowa but says “cold is cold when you’re out on the roads at two in the morning.”

What he will miss about Illinois is the people, not the least of which are his two sons – one in Quincy and one with the Navy on the west coast. He said he remains grateful to Dick Klusmeyer at Adams County for giving him the opportunity to work there as long as he did. He also wants his old co-workers to know that he misses them, even as he starts a new chapter with Shelley, his new job, and his new home.

“It was scary at first and I was real homesick,” admits Dade. “But I’m doing fine now. Everything has fallen into place.”
Got an interesting story to tell?

We’d love to feature you in an issue of The Hall Report. Let us know what’s happening to you, your spouse, or your kids. Special hobby? Award? Honor? You can also tell us about a co-worker who may be too shy to come forward him or herself. And if you’re retiring, let us know!

Call Sue at (217) 522-7932. Then expect a call from our newsletter editor.

New Fed Requirement for CDL Holders in 2012

Impacts all Local 916 drivers – freight, IDOT, food industry

Beginning in January, all drivers applying for an Illinois CDL for the first time, and all current drivers renewing, upgrading or replacing their CDL must visit a CDL facility to declare which category of driver they are.

Even if your current license isn’t due to expire soon, you must still declare your category, and you have to do it in person before January 30, 2014.

You will choose from four categories:

1. Non-expected interstate driver (NI)
2. Expected interstate driver (EI)
3. Non-expected intrastate driver (NA)
4. Expected intrastate driver (EA)

Only if you declare #1 (NI) will you be required to submit your current DOT Medical Card prior to being allowed to renew your license. The medical information from the card will be loaded onto your driver’s file.

Status Report

NEWLY ORGANIZED

SIU-SOM Security Guards

Congratulations to our 9 new members!

NEWLY ORGANIZED AND A NEW CONTRACT

IDOT Staff Attorneys

Congratulations to our 16 new members!

OPEN CONTRACTS

Menard County
Midwest Block and Brick
M.J. Kellner
Nestle USA
Office of the Illinois Attorney General
Office of the Illinois Secretary of State
Office of the Illinois Treasurer
Prairie Farms
SIU-SOM Security Guards

Local 916 Holiday Get-Together

December 17, 2011
6-8 pm
Crowne Plaza Hotel
3000 South Dirksen Parkway
Springfield, IL

Are you there!
Mark Your Calendars!
Upcoming Events

**December 2011**

**December 15**
Membership Meeting
6 pm
The Hall

**December 17**
Holiday Gathering
6-8 pm
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Springfield

**January 2012**

**January 19**
Membership Meeting
6 pm
The Hall

**February 2012**

**February 16**
Membership Meeting
6 pm
The Hall

**March 2012**

**March 15**
Membership Meeting
6 pm
The Hall

**March 16**
Pro Tech Seminar
8 am
Northfield Center, Springfield

**April 2012**

**April 19**
Membership Meeting
6 pm
The Hall

**May 2012**

**May 17**
Membership Meeting
6 pm
The Hall

Send Us Your Comments!
Want more information on an article? Or do you want to see an issue addressed in the next newsletter? Please send us your comments and suggestions, as well as your e-mail address, by the first of the month to:

Sue Fickas
The Hall Report
3361 Teamster Way
Springfield, IL 62707

or e-mail the editor at sues@teamsters916.org
TEAMSTERS LOCAL 916 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

DECEMBER 2011
Thurs., Dec. 15th – Membership Meeting – 6 pm – The Hall
Sat., Dec. 17th – Holiday Get-Together – 6-8 pm – Crowne Plaza, Springfield

JANUARY 2012
Thurs., Jan. 19th – Membership Meeting – 6 pm – The Hall

FEBRUARY 2012
Thurs., Feb. 16th – Membership Meeting – 6 pm – The Hall

MARCH 2012
Fri., Mar. 16th – Pro Tech Seminar – 8 am – Northfield Center, Springfield